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Issue

~100 multi-family properties in Saskatoon with a mix of 
Schedule A (residential rates) and Schedule B (commercial 
rates)

Bylaw 7567 language about meters on multi-family 
properties could be clearer

Work with multi-family properties in 2009 lead to the current 
rate structure and language in by-law 7567



Current Interpretation

Meters that serve more than four units pay commercial 

rates

Meters that serve four or less units pay residential rates
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Current Interpretation

For each meter size there is a monthly demand beyond which it 

is advantageous to have the commercial rates as follows

Meter Size Break Even Point

15mm 40 cubic meters

20mm 50 cubic meters

25mm 80 cubic meters

40mm 132 cubic meters

50mm 205 cubic meters



Current Interpretation

For each meter size there is a monthly demand beyond which it 

is advantageous to have the commercial rates as follows

Meter Size Break Even Point

15mm 40 cubic meters

20mm 50 cubic meters

25mm 80 cubic meters

40mm 132 cubic meters

50mm 205 cubic meters



Demand Planning

Based on 290l/c/d and 2.8 residents per home monthly 

demand is forecast to be as follows:

Number of units served Estimated Demand per month

2 49 cubic meters

3 74 cubic meters

4 99 cubic meters

5 124 cubic meters

6 149 cubic meters



Alternative Interpretation

Properties where the average number of units served by 

meter is more than four pay commercial rates

Properties where the average number of units served by 

meter is four or less pay residential rates



Shifting Interpretation

Changing the interpretation from meter ratio to property 

ratio will shift some multi-family residential meters from 

commercial to residential rates



Example

12 Meter property with 24 units, 4- 20mm meters that serve 

more than four units with the remainder serving less. Using 

60 cubic meters a month on average for the larger and 40 

from the smaller:

Current Monthly Cost: $1,260

Alternative interpretation: $1,305

Annual increase: $545



Overall Impact

On average each of 100 properties would see about $475 

in increased costs annually

Applying the inclining block to properties that currently have 

a flat rate may encourage conservation



Recommendation

As changing the interpretation would result in higher cost 

for residents and not be reflective of system demand, 

Administration recommends continuing the current 

interpretation and adjust the bylaw language for greater 

clarity


